


VERSATILE FIT
Encircle® box spring cover allows for easy covering of a box spring in a matter of 

minutes, and gives your bed a clean, modern look. With four-way stretch knitted 

fabric for a versatile fit, it allows for ample stretch and recovery both width and 

lengthwise. Encircle® accommodates various heights of box springs, ranging in 

heights from 5” up to 14”, and allows for a 2” tolerance for length and width which 

ensures a smooth, snug fit on your box spring.

INSTALLATION IN UNDER 5 MINUTES
The circular design and knitted fabric makes the wrap easy to apply within 

minutes, and by just one person. Encircle® box spring cover slides over the 

mattress with ease by covering the four sides of the box spring without lifting 

the mattress. No straps needed to adjust!

Wraps securely in place by the fabric’s inherently fitted nature. Elastic around 

the bottom and top corners keeps the cover from popping off the box spring.

EASY TO CLEAN AND LOW MAINTENANCE
Encircle® box spring cover decreases housekeeping work time and it  

increases efficiency. Quick and easy to put on, it can be conveniently removed 

for laundering, making Encircle® a great solution for eliminating germs and dirt.  

To remove, simply take the cover off the box spring by pulling it up and over  

the mattress, and toss Encircle® right into the laundry.  

Available Colors  
& Patterns:

Magnesium

Sand

CUSTOM DESIGNS
Encircle® box spring cover can be custom 

printed. Supply your own art or work with 

our design team to create the desired 

expression for your environment.  

Minimums do apply for custom designs.

STOCK COLORS & SIZES
Our stock covers come in two colors  

with basket weave pattern, which can  

also be custom colored to match your  

room. Available in the following sizes:

• King (76”W x 80”L)

• Hotel King (72”W x 80”L)

• Queen (60”W x 80”L)

• Full (54”W x 75”L)

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO VIEW OUR FABRICS:  
800.999.0400  |  standardtextile.com/interiors

STEP 1.  
Use label to 
center product  
at foot of bed.

STEP 2.  
Align the elastic 
on each corner of 
the box spring.  

STEP 3.  
Lift each corner 
of box spring to 
ensure product 
clears the frame.

STEP 4.  
Tuck fabric under 
mattress, then pull 
from below frame 
until fabric is even. 


